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About This Content

It takes more than a standard semi-trailer to deliver these loads! When a cargo gets heavy, it's time for more axles to satisfy the
DOT and make it safely across that bridge! Introducing complex multi-joint trailers with jeeps and boosters spreading the

weight of the cargo.

New Cargoes
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Lift Truck Chassis

Lift Truck

Cable Reel

Milling Machine

All Terrain Crane
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 7 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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Like a 7\/10 great for killing time, not all that fun, but if you're bored and don't have the time to sit through a long story, this is
pretty good. Could use somemore settings other than just sound and help. If you get a coupon for crafting a badge, and can get
this game for 10 cents, then definitelly go for it.. After the first night I really enjoy this visual novel based game xD. This is a
true love letter to Megaman X!
= Pros =
+ The setting\/level design is creative, no two levels look alike
+ The controls are responsive, platforming is fun but challenging, making you deserve your boss fights
+ The ennemies are varied and all require patience\/strategy to take out
+ Weapons don't have ammunition, instead they act as balanced tools to exploit the ennemies pattern
+ The cutscenes are surprisingly fun to read, making the story interesting

= Cons =
- The cutscenes would benefit from voice acting or a little sound effect with each line. The feel blend compared to the rest of
the game's presentation
- The difficulty of some stage is crushing. I guess there were some of these in Megaman games as well. They're meant to go
back to after you've acquired some weapons and upgrades. I like a challenge so I don't mind
- No Steam Achievements :(

=+- Conclusion -+=
This game would be a perfect successor to Megaman X. The different powerups and tough ennemies promote a smart playstyle.

NOTE: I'd start with "Mystic Mage" to get the boots if I were you. They help alot!. Despite frequent crashes (remember to save
frequently kids), unreadable notes, almost impossible to navigate corridors and many other issues I actually found the game
some what enjoyable.
Although having to replay some sections again because of crashes and not being able to read the backstory contained in the
notes didn't really help me with the immersion.

I was looking for a story-rich horror\/sci-fi point'n'click adventure game and this game delivered what I was looking for...
although the final product could have been a bit more polished.. If you are into playing board games than I think you will like
this game. I never played the physical verison of 1775: Rebellion but I imagine this game plays very similiar to it. I have been
playing war board games for 20 years and this game is right up my alley So far I have played 3 complete games, 1 American and
2 British, and I feel that I could play many more before the game begins to lose it's replay value.

Games typically take about an hour to complete against normal AI settings, playing the standard long game. I have not yet
played the shorter game or the Seige of Quebec. Will probably play those after my current playthrough. I also havn't tried the
multiplayer.

I have found a few bugs in the game but nothing that will break the game or ruin your game.. Really made me think.. Oh dear.
Well this could have gone better.
Dont waste your money, all that happens is you place a few things down, go and have a sandwich and boom! You've won.
Honestly, save up for something better. it only gives you the DLCs for extra chapters or so, the weapons and other things are
NOT included, maybe the devs should think about it and change it in the future.. This is FUN! Its a small game but its quite an
exercise! I only stopped and i was tired :P. i thought this game whas cool but its terrible and the multyplayer doesnt work i think
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very spooky, buy it.. Totally awesome. I cannot wait for the release PLEASE make it as intriguing and as entertaining as the
prelude!!!. A twitchy puzzle-platformer, where speed and precise analog stick control is key.

The game is intense, loud and exciting. However, it also has lots of potential to be frustrating. The necessity to time and aim
correctly with the constant pressure of time can get extremely annoying when you can nail the first 4 levels of a run yet the 5th
and final one defeats you because you hesitated or you didn't flick the stick correctly and now you have to do the first 4 again
with the same precision.

Nail-biting moments under pressure are great, but when the game thrives off throwing them at you constantly, you get
overwhelmed - I found even with near perfect execution of the shortest path I was cutting it close on time, combining that with
the oddity of the controls, you have a frustrating experience - you have to send the stick fully in one direction and then release it
to neutral to fire, rather than aiming with stick and firing with a button, and if you think you've flicked and your character
doesn't move it can be confusing.

There's also a small contradiction in that the game has moving platforms and other elements on cycles, like any other game, but
much too often your timing is off by a fraction of a second and the twitchy action grinds to a halt while you wait for your
opening to go. This is mostly a problem when you go as fast as you can through a level only to find that timing leaves you
launching yourself into enemies rhythmically, forcing you to learn to add a quarter or half of a second to your time when
necessary. That in itself can be kind of fun, but I personally find it jarring - especially when combined with the other elements
of the game's design.

The game's visuals are colourful, vibrant, and fit the game to near-perfection. The use of a single dominating colour per world
and the way the world gets progressively darker as you reach the later levels is classic good design and I love it.

The soundtrack is wonderful, too. It is top quality chiptune goodness, mostly pounding right in your ears helping you focus on
your perfect timing and aiming. Possibly my favourite part of the game, if I'm honest.

So really, it might be mostly for the action junkies who want that constant twitch pressure, the VERY rapid iteration on your
own skills and overall the intense challenge it provides. I enjoy the game, but not significantly. Given the price tag, I am happy
to recommend it to people who think they're the sort who would enjoy it.
. This game is CUTE, colorful, and addictive as fk. If you like Starbound, Terraria, Minecraft, Don't Starve - or any similar
game to these! You'll like it. I'd say Stardew but really it feels like you should be working at a fast pace. It's not that you have to,
it's just what it -feels- like the game wants you to do. You could also call it a light version of Factorio, as you're pretty much
conquering this adorable world through capitalism.

Make no mistake though, this is a game for people who love crafting, gathering, and base building. And\/or achievement
hunting. Combat is there but I've not even come close to death a single time through out my 22 hour stint, and I'm end game
now. Which is sad as well because I wish the game was longer! There are also puzzles but they aren't very complicated, give or
take 1 or 2. If I have one more complaint, it's that once you have many machines going and things start to become automated,
there's so much going on your screen constantly, it can be a bit overwhelming; a bit messy. I had to turn the game down from my
original settings because certain banging noises in the game are also much louder and get more frequent as the game goes on.

The good news is, the developer is still working to improve the game, and has a promising road map. Many of the things I listed
in the last paragraph are on said map to be improved upon. There's also mention of multiplayer by Fall. I feel like multiplayer
would really shorten how much game play you'd really get out of this, but at the same time, I see many people who are never
able to complete a farm on Stardew because it takes so long to do so, and random people just aren't the best team mates. You
wouldn't have that problem with this game at least.

Over all, 7\/10.. You can never truly go wrong with a Smash Bros clone.

As of right now I would give the game a solid 7/10. But the Early Access tag means that I’m only judging based on what is there.
And what is there can be made stronger.

Many characters in the game tend to feel floaty and a lot of animation needs to be heavily refined to help give players that sense
of weight that other platform fighters posses.
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The character roster definitely needs to grow. But having over 20 fighters is already an impressive feat; with much more clearly
on the way. There are some good choices like Goat from Goat Simulator and some very “interesting” choices like Salad Fingers.
(Who was technically playable in Newgrounds Rumble) The game could use some bigger names like Hat Kid from a Hat in
Time or Juan from Guacamelee!

The creators of this game are very open about this project. They actively update the game and you can contact them easily on
their Twitter.

It’s not up to quality just yet with other platform fighters. But with the dedication this team clearly has for the project I feel it
can just get there. And $10 isn't that much for what is alreay in the game.

(Also go contact Super System Works about getting a Drift Stage… uhh stage in the game. That would be sweet!)
. Just played for about 20 minutes. Very neat game mechanic. Actually takes practice. Made me instantly nauseus though. I
fought through it because I thought the experience otherwise was pretty fun. Playing with 1080ti and 7700k and oculus. I wish
the textures were better at their highest setting. Respawn back to the beginning was a bummer when you are trying not to throw
up. Giving it the thumbs up though, just want to give a heads up about the motion sickness some may have.... It looks, smells
and tastes 100% HP Lovecraft! You nailed it. Like an action Mansions of Madness game in glorious pixel Graphics. The
settings are eerie and wonderful and combined with the Music it creates a haunting atmosphere. The feeling that Death awaits
you behind every door. 10 /10

Things to fix
- some balancing issues vs room full of enemies very early. Little to much chaos.
- Sometimes hard to shoot crates
- Sanity meter?
- how to use mines?
. love the game, please add more dlc I willing to buy more. The game has too many issues, first of all THE FREAKING GAME
DOESN'T EVEN START UP. Like, seriously guys, I have been trying to fix this game over the span of almost 3
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YEARS and it still doesn't work. The PC ports for these Arkham games are so
terrible (Arkham Knight am i rite guys?). I bought this on sales which was great and I really love batman but mannnn if the
game doesn't even work, why bother selling, many other people also has this issues but not all of course. But damn, please, this
is bullcrap.
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